
Key Questions:

What do we study in Geography and which resources help us ?

Where did the Romans settle and why did they choose these
places ?

What and how did the Romans trade ?

How well do you know your country and the major cities ?

In what ways are Rome and Pompeii different?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of living in a city?

Year 3  Autumn Term

Geography: The Romans

Key concepts:

Environment - understanding the location of the countries
within Europe.

Scale - understanding the size of Europe compared to
other continents in the world.

Interaction - Looking at how the physical and human
elements of a place impact on each other.

Key skills:

I can describe the key human characteristics.
I can locate countries using a map and an atlas.
I can describe the key physical characteristics using the internet, stories, photos and non
fiction books as resources.
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Place:   Europe:

How many European flags can you name?

Key facts:

● The Louvre is the most popular place to visit in Europe.
● There are 51 countries in Europe.
● Landwise, Europe is the 6th largest continent.
● Africa is bigger than Russia but looks smaller on many maps.

Fieldwork:

You will be visiting Maumbury Rings in the autumn term and
mapping out your route with features in the correct order.

What do you see and can you locate it with an adult? Try at home:

Before going on a walk or a drive, map out your route. Then follow
the map on your journey.

What I would like to know:

Share your thoughts with your teacher.




